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        Fourth Week of the Great Lent: Adoration of Cross. Tone three.,


 Great Lent. By Monastic Charter: Food without Oil
St. Matrona of Thessalonica (4th c.).,


Martyrs Manuel and Theodosius (304).,


Venerable John the Clairvoyant of Lycopolis, anchorite of Egypt (394).,
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                   April
                
                 fast day
            

        

        
        Saints of the day


        Quote of the day

        
            
            
Do you bring in a lamp to put it under a bowl or a bed? Instead, don’t you put it on its stand?
Mark 4:21
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                    "Have Faith and You Will Be Saved"
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                    Venerable Abbess Sophia’s Sacred Journey
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 a question
  
	                        
 
	                        
	                            
   


	    
            What Should We Be Thinking About When We Approach the Crucifix?
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        The Cross is a weapon against the devil. It is the lighthouse that helps us find our way in the sea of earthly troubles. The Cross is love that enables us to live and learn to love one another.
        Read full
    



	
	


	    
            Could Meditation and Orthodox prayer coexist?
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        Meditation is when a person attempts to climb into Heaven using his own power and pride. Meanwhile, prayer is all about trust in God. We ask God for mercy and love – and God hears us.
        Read full
    



	
	


	    
            What might we say to someone who is suffering from loneliness? 
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        Loneliness can be a step towards our sanctity if we see it as our God-given opportunity to turn to Him in prayer and to restore our unity with Him.
        Read full
    



	
	


	    
            Is it True That if One Dies on Easter He will Go Straight into Heaven?
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        The day of Easter is not a 100% guarantee of free entry into Paradise. However, when a believer who goes to church regularly dies on Easter day, it does matter for his soul.
        Read full
    



	
	


	    
            Why Does God Demand Absolute Loyalty from Our Souls?
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        Darkness can’t coexist with love and light. Ye cannot serve God and mammon (Cf. Matthew 6: 24). You can’t divide your heart and your life. You’ve got to choose yes or no.
        Read full
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                		From earliest times Christians had images, icons, without causing much controversy. An Icon is not just…
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                		An icon is, first of all, a holy image before which we stand in prayer. It is also a visibly expressed…
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                		This chant is a kontakion from the akathist to the Intercession of the Theotokos. On October 14 (according…
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                		An animated film "The Big Bug and The Little Bug" tells us a story about two bugs accidentally running…
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            Father Andrey Lemeshonok On Prayer
            
            
            
                    
                    
                          News  Сlergy
                    
                    

              
             Regardless how long we are in the church, all of us have questions how to lead true spiritual life. We quote for you here the answers to a few questions on prayer given by our spiritual father Archpriest Andrey Lemeshonok.
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            Hieromartyr Basil of Ancyra: righteous father, defender of the faith
            
            
            
                    
                    
                          Saints
                    
                    

              
             Enraged, the emperor ordered his aides to tear seven strips of skin from his body every day for seven days. On one of the days, Saint Basil tore off his flesh and threw it to the emperor with the words, "take it and eat it, Julian, if such food…
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            Some less-known facts about the Orthodox Creed
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             Let us take a deeper look at the history and meaning behind one of the most important texts in Orthodox Christianity.
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            Great Lent: Fasting, Almsgiving and Prayer
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             The Great Lent starts on March 18 in the Belarusian Orthodox Church this year. The sisters of Saint Elisabeth Convent will embark on this journey to Easter by reading what the Church Fathers have said about the three pillars of Lent.
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            Without Forgiveness, What Would Our World Become?
            
            
            
                    
                    
                          Essays and interviews
                    
                    

              
             How dreadful would our lives become if we had no words to say “Forgive me” and “Lord will forgive, and I do also”? No worldly wisdom could bring order and restore peace among people without the aid of forgiveness.
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            Forgiveness, Our Weapon in the Struggle With Our Passions
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             A perpetual struggle is going on between our passions and God’s grace. If we cannot eradicate our passions, what can we do at least to keep them at bay?
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                         Post of the day  Essays and interviews
                    


         "My beloved, there are no hopeless situations in life, no problems that we cannot overcome together. Never be rushed, never give in to panic. God will always guide us, and show us the way forward."
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                         Post of the day  Saints
                    


         By the decision of the Holy Synod of the Ukrainian Orthodox Church dated August 25, 2012, Schema-Nun Sofia (Grineva) was included among the locally venerated saints confessors of the Kiev diocese.
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         The secular leaders of the early days of the Church increasingly viewed the growing faith in Christ as a nuisance or even a danger. Among them was the formidable Roman Emperor Trajan.
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            				What did Jesus Christ look like?
            
                     
                    
                         Post of the day  World of Orthodoxy
                    


         The New Testament, unlike many ancient biographies, remains silent on the physical description of Jesus Christ. For the Gospel writers, it seems, His teachings and actions held far greater weight than His outward appearance.
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         St. Andrew of Crete writes in the “Discourse for the Day of the Annunciation”: “This is the mystery of reconciliation of God with humanity. This is the subject of the present celebration — the union of God with the earthly."
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